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STAY IN CONTROL OF YOUR ORGANIZATION'S 
MOST VALUABLE ASSETs WITH 

COLLECTIVEQUARTERMASTER®

STANDARD FEATURES
collectiveQuartermaster® is a complete asset management solution designed 
specifically to meet the needs of law enforcement. Available as a web-based or 
traditional software install, the system will give your quartermaster staff the tools 
they need to do their job more efficiently while providing your organization 
with more detailed reporting on equipment assignments, costs, and more.

OVERALL BENEFITS
 � Improve accountability with E-signature
 � Barcode ready
 � Integrate with other software to streamline   

 your processes
 � Quickly answer who has what, when it is   

 due, and how many are in stock, and more
 � Manage grants and track funding
 � Pass audits easily with data at your fingertips

TECHNICAL FEATURES
 � Both local installation and hosting services are available
 � System entirely barcode ready
 � Easily import/export data through .csv files
 � Powerful data queries and filtering
 � Configure security roles, user interface, fields, and workflow to fit specific  

 needs today and in the future
 � Full audit capability on all historical data including date and timestamp on  

 all system changes
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Inventory Management
 � Manage unlimited fixed assets (cameras/recording equipment, furniture, etc.)
 � Track purchase, vendor, life cycle, depreciation, replacement date information   

 and more
 � Oversee inspections, repairs, and history of assignments to employees, other   

 assets, or divisions
 � Track unlimited asset inventory items (duty gear, tactical supplies, weapons,   

 office supplies, etc.)
 � Barcode compatible
 � Inventory values based on purchase history

Item Ordering Signing In and Out Automated Alerts
 � Quantities, costs, and vendor  

 information
 � Grant or fund information
 � Vendor and pricing  

 management
 � Auto generate orders for  

 items needed, export to  
 financial applications, if  
 desired

 � Tie orders to specific GL  
 codes or budgets

 � Issuance history maintained
 � Barcode ready
 � Create templates for  

 standard sets of issuances  
 (new hire for example)

 � E-signature functionality for  
 increased accountability

 � Automated email or printed  
 receipt of items issued to  
 employee for record keeping

 � Expiring items
 � Overdue checked out items
 � Items needing reorder
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Employee Management Employee Requests
 � Scheduled license/certification

renewal
 � Issued items list
 � Track details such as service years,

uniform sizes, and more to make
ordering  easier

 � Ability to manage stipends,
uniform allowances and more

 � Portal for employees to request
items from their phone, tablet or
PC through the web anywhere

 � Approval process included with
automatic alerts to supervisors if

 desired
 � Can view existing items issued to

them

Reporting
The collectiveQuartermaster® software system comes with a variety pre-built reports 
as well as the ability to create unlimited reports through our “ad-hoc”, report generator.

 � Issue history by employee (with costs
for certain date ranges)

 � Send an employee a list of what has
been issued to them with one click

 � Item reorder list by vendor
 � List of items issued for employees
 � Expiring or overdue Items list

 � Vendor purchase history
 � Employee license/certification renewal

schedule
 � Inventory totals and values for a date

range
 � All reports can be exported or emailed

directly from the system
 � Charts and graphs
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SCHEDULE YOUR 
DEMO TODAY!

WWW.COLLECTIVEDATA.COM/DEMO/

PHONE: 800-750-7638

EMAIL: SALES@COLLECTIVEDATA.COM

ADDRESS: 460 12TH AVE SE
SECOND FLOOR

CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52401


